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Abstract 
As a normative ideal, inclusive citizenship addresses social inequalities and claims for diversity, 
while avoiding essentialist and exclusionary group politics. The paper explores whether and how 
the concept of  intersectionality can be mobilised for drafting of  an inclusionary model of 
citizenship. 
From the perspective of  normative political theory, intersectionality has the potential of  pushing 
the edge of  feminist thinking, but there are certain specifications to be considered. We need to 
apply different approaches to intersectionality depending on whether we pursue research in a 
diagnostic or prognostic perspective: in order to refine the diagnosis of  oppression and exclusion, 
intra-, and intercategorical versions of  intersectionality are useful. The question of  prognosis – how 
to claim equality in practice –, however, should be exclusively informed by the deconstructivist, 
anticategorical understanding of  intersectionality. This is crucial since a however differentiated 
focus on difference, which intra- and intercategorical intersectionality offer, can never challenge 
the (male) norm. By revisiting the Wollstonecraft’s dilemma the paper shows that only 
anticategorical thinking supports the norm of  substantive equality which ultimately is the basis for 
an inclusionary model of  citizenship. 
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Introduction 
Inclusive citizenship aims at granting equal and substantive rights to all members of  political 
community2, so the definition, which is put forward in this article. Yet, if  such a concept does not 

                                                
1 This article elaborates on selected chapters of the author's dissertation thesis (Urbanek 2011) and refers to parts of 
her current research project “Aporias of Citizenship. Intersectional Perspectives on Membership, Diversity and 
Human Rights”. 
2 The question of who should count as a member of a political commuity cannot be discussed at length in this 
article; however, the concept of inclusive citizenship presented here does not confine membership to nationality. 
Rather, it is informed by notions of stakeholdership as formulated in the work of Rainer Bauböck (2009a). For a 
further reaching discussion on citizenship concepts that reach beyond the nation state see Bauböck (2009a,b; 2010, 
2011), Siim (2010). 



want to be prematurely dismissed for being a shallow copy of  liberal citizenship that has not even 
realised its promise of  equality, let alone claims for diversity, it needs to consider two interrelated 
questions. First, how can an inclusive concept of  citizenship address complex social inequalities 
on the one side and recognise claims for diversity on the other? Second, how can it address 
diversity without falling into the trap of  (essentialist) group politics? 
 
The first question owes its existence to an increased attention to multiple discrimination, spoken 
in legal terms, multiple oppression or matrixes of  domination, spoken in sociological terms and 
intersectional inequalities in feminist terms (Crenshaw 1991, Collins 1998 [1990], 
Werbner/Yuval-Davis 1999, Lister 2003 [1997], Davis 2008). What feminist movements tackling 
sexism, racism, heteronormativity, nationalism, able-ism, ageism etc. criticise is not only 
ontological and essentialist constructions of  women- or manhood, but depictions of  single-strand 
discrimination or politics more generally (Walgenbach 2007, Haschemi Yekani 2008, Erel et al. 
2008). Key to an intersectional perspective is that human beings are positioned by social 
dimensions and identity ascriptions of  gender, class, race, ethnic origin, nationality, sexual 
orientation, age, just to name a few. While the alleged indefiniteness of  these dimensions is 
challenging for both, theorising and political activism, the key issue is clear: social constructions 
materialise in concrete and diverse positionings of persons on the spectrum of  inclusion and 
exclusion, privilege and disadvantage, power and discrimination. 
As a consequence, an inclusionary concept of  citizenship needs to account for existing patterns 
of  inequality. Moreover, it has to include claims for recognition of  diversity, which might or 
might not result from prior experiences of  domination and exclusion. The task here is to 
incorporate dimensions of  diversity into an equal rights framework and to challenge existing 
normativities. 
 
The second question owes its existence to the deconstructivist critique of  categorisation and the 
hierarchies to which they lay ground (Scott 1988). As Catharine MacKinnon formulated, 
“differences are inequalities post hoc excuse” (1989: 218). This means that it would only be a 
symptomatic treatment if  the attention was directed to existing inequalities only; rather, the root 
of  the problem needs to be tackled, i.e. the practice of  categorisation itself. In liberal democracies, 
which are based on the norms of  equality, liberty and solidarity, unequal treatment is only 
“legitimate” if  a meaningful difference between persons can be established. While people pursue 
different aims in life and lifestyles, the crucial question is which “differences” are publicly and 
politically perceived and construed as such – and to which consequences. For example, the 
exclusion of  same sex partners from marriage rights is only possible, if  a discursive distinction 
between hetero- and homosexuality exists and/or is made meaningful for an issue at stake, e.g. 
partnership laws. Similarly, the distinction between citizens and foreigners is not only a historical 
legacy, but also a current nationalist practice, supported by persistent images of  “us” and “them” 
even within political communities3.  
The categorisation of  people into different social groups is a form of  boundary drawing, which in 
turn is the basis for social inclusion and exclusion. Categorisation lays the ground for social 
hierarchies among groups, which also reign within groups. Just think about the debates on 
whether multiculturalism is bad for women (Okin 1999, Laden/Owen 2007). Generally, the talk 
about differences carries essentialising tendencies by which, implicitly or explicitly, homogenous 
and stable groups (e.g. men or women) or cultures4 (ethnicity) are assumed. The alleged 
uniformity of  groups makes them problematic for minorities within minorities.  
 
Summarised under the headings of  “multidimensional inequalities and diversity” and “group 
politics”, these two issues present actual theoretical challenges. The article consults the concept 
of  intersectionality for new impulses that feed into a model of  inclusive citizenship. The article 
                                                
3 One consequence is, among others, a stratification of  citizen rights (see Morris 2002). 
4 For a critique of  culturalist arguments see e.g. Phillips (2007) and Bauböck (2008). 



starts off  with methodological considerations on how to study social complexities/inequalities. 
After laying out different types of  intersectional analysis, it juxtaposes these approaches to 
theoretical considerations about equality and difference. It then sketches a model that 
incorporates claims against inequalities and claims for diversity into a wider equality framework. 
Finally, the article synthesises these normative-theoretical and intersectional-methodological 
findings into a concept of  inclusive citizenship based on the norm of  substantive equality.  
 
What the paper argues is that intersectionality has the potential of  pushing the edge of  feminist 
citizenship thinking, but only if  specific limitations and conditions are respected. Depending on 
whether we pursue research in a diagnostic or prognostic perspective, different approaches to 
intersectionality need to be applied. In order to refine the diagnosis of  exclusion within a certain 
citizenship regime, intra- and intercategorical versions of  intersectionality are useful (McCall 
2005). The question of  prognosis – how to practically claim social inclusion –, however, should be 
exclusively informed by a deconstructivist, anticategorical understanding of  intersectionality. This 
is crucial since a however differentiated focus on difference, which intra- and intercategorical 
intersectionality have to offer, can never challenge the (male) norm. By revisiting the 
Wollstonecraft’s dilemma the paper shows that only anticategorical thinking supports the norm 
of  substantive equality which ultimately is the basis for an inclusionary model of  citizenship. 
 
 
Intersectional approaches to social complexity 
In order to discuss the innovatory potential of  intersectionality for citizenship theorising, it is 
necessary to outline the article’s understanding of  it. This is indispensable, given the manifold and 
diverging interpretations of  intersectionality in feminist theory (Davis 2008). I understand 
intersectionality as a research paradigm impacting on the design, theoretical framework, 
methodological considerations and choice of  methods of  a research project. Its core element is to 
include a multidimensional perspective into research – due to the assumption of  the 
interconnectedness of  social dimensions. For the purpose of  this article, the focus will remain on 
the conceptual level, while taking into account methodological issues in the study of 
intersectionality.  
According to Leslie McCall (2005), intersectionality offers different ways to address social 
complexity. She suggests a distinction into intra-, inter- and anticategorical approaches. The 
crucial difference between them is whether they deconstruct social categories (anticategorical 
approach) or use them for analysis (intra- and intercategorical approaches). Whereas 
intracategorical studies make social positions at neglected points of  intersection visible (Crenshaw 
1991, 2009), intercategorical approaches address wider social relations and the relationships 
between social groups or, in a social theoretical perspective, “axes of  inequality” (Klinger 2003, 
Klinger/Knapp 2007). In contrast, anticategorical approaches problematise the process of 
categorisation, as it is exclusionary, furthers social hierarchies and promotes essentialism.  
This brief  introduction indicates that intra- and intercategorical approaches remain within a 
group logic. An intracategorical analysis either points to subject positions or groups that 
experience particular forms intersectional discrimination or exclusion and/or claim redistribution 
and recognition (Fraser 1997, Kabeer 2000). Intercategorical approaches are also grounded in a 
group logic, but are more interested in exploring wider (power) relations between groups. On a 
more abstract level, social theorists use the intercategorical approach to discern the 
interconnectedness of  sexism, racism, classism and body-ism (Winker/Degele 2011).  
 
Intra- and intercategorical approaches are important tools for refining the diagnosis of  inclusion 
and exclusion, privilege and disadvantage in a given context. They are crucial for studying existing 
citizenship practices. These intersectional analyses can serve as an empirical foundation for 
theorising inclusive citizenship from a normative point of  view.  
The requirements for an intersectional perspective, however, change when we move from the 



diagnostic to the prognostic realm. The prognosis refers to the question of  what should be done 
about diagnosed injustices. How should existing inequalities be tackled? What are the possible 
strategies to mitigate exclusion from rights and recognition? These normative questions are 
paramount to an inclusive concept of  citizenship. The next section argues that in order to answer 
them, the use of  group logic should be avoided. Consequently, an intersectional perspective in 
prognosis also needs to refrain from group logic, which is why intra- and intercategorical 
approaches are not applicable. It is the anticategorical approach - problematising the process of 
categorisation per se – that should inform a normative model of  inclusive citizenship. Arguments 
for why group and categorical thinking are to be avoided in strategies for inclusion are presented 
below.  
 
 
Balancing equality and diversity 
The critique of  categorisation and group politics goes far back to early feminist debates on 
equality and difference. While these terms stem from the so-called Wollstonecraft’s dilemma 
(Scott 1988, Fraser 1997, Squires 1999, Lister 2003 [1997]), we find that the debate is ongoing in 
discussions on (gender) equality and recognition of diversity (Squires 2007, Siim/Squires 2007, 
Siim 2010, Siim 2013).  
The Wollstonecraft’s dilemma, to resume it in a few words, addresses the problem that the two 
most common strategies to pursue gender equality leave existing (male) norms intact. The first, 
equality strategy strives for equal rights, but thereby only incorporates the previously excluded 
into the rights of  a (male) dominant world. The second, difference strategy, strives for 
recognition of  a particular identity and thereby positions the excluded as the “other” to the (male) 
norm. Poststructuralist scholar Joan W. Scott (1988) has analytically deconstructed the 
Wollstonecraft’s dilemma by pointing out the false juxtaposition of  equality and difference. The 
opposite of  equality is not difference, but inequality. The juxtaposition would only make sense if 
equality meant sameness, which it does not. To be clear, the idea of  equality as formulated in 
human rights documents or constitutional law is not based upon an understanding of  sameness, 
but an understanding of  “difference”: people are to be granted equal rights regardless of 
“distinction of  any kind, such as race, colour, sex, language, religion, political or other opinion, 
national or social origin, property, birth or other status” (Article 2 of  the Universal Declaration of 
Human Rights, UDHR).  
I would like to emphasise at this point that the strategy of  equality is not about automatic 
formalistic equal treatment that ignores existing inequalities or extincts “differences”5. Regarding 
the former concern, affirmative action/positive measures are also part of  an equality strategy as is 
gender mainstreaming. Despite this wide spectrum of  sub-strategies, there is the assumption that 
equality is not a sufficient concept for achieving social justice.  
As an answer, feminist theorists have suggested the concept of  “differentiated citizenship” or 
“differentiated universalism” (Lister 2003 [1997], taken up in Squires 2007). Its aim is to balance 
equal rights and differentiated rights for persons of a particular group. What lies behind this is 
recognition of  diverse groups, whose members are presumably united by a shared identity. 
Particular identities may be claimed by or assigned to LGBT persons, foreigners, migrants, 
cultural minorities, the young or the elderly, persons with disabilities and more.  
 
My key concern is that there is an inherent problem with claims for diversity, if  they are 
formulated in a group logic. This is the case, when rights claims are formulated as belonging to 
persons of  a particular group (or to a particular group itself). Further down below, the article 
suggests an understanding of  diversity, which does not focus on diverse groups, but on 

                                                
5 This “extinction to differences“ refers to the fear of conservative right-wing politicians such as Austrian Barbara 
Rosenkranz that gender mainstreaming will destroy clear sex/gender-assignments. See her publication 
“MenschInnen. Gender Mainstreaming. Auf dem Weg zum geschlechtslosen Menschen” (2008) in the right-wing 
publishing house Ares http://www.ares-verlag.com.  



diversification of  issues. Why such a shift in the conceptualisation of  diversity is necessary, will be 
explained in the following paragraphs.  
 
According to the Wollstonecraft’s second part of the argument, the (male) norm cannot be 
challenged by difference, regardless of  how differentiated the focus on difference might be. The 
(male) norm cannot be challenged by introducing particular rights for special target groups – 
regardless of  how meticulously they are defined by intersectional analysis. However complex 
rights for particular groups might be, they will always only be added onto the existing norm.  
A look into signifying practices (Bacchi 1996) of human rights illuminates this point. Early 
human rights, e.g. civil and political rights, officially excluded women or were interpreted 
predominantly to reflect men’s worlds; however, they were sold as “universal”. From the birth of 
civil rights in the French Revolution onwards feminists have not only tackled the exclusion from 
rights and male domination in both, the public and the private sphere, but also criticised false 
universalism (Young 1989) for neglecting the spheres, which were important in women’s lives 
(e.g. reproductive rights, sexual rights). Yet, it is the practice of  non-signifying early human rights 
as partial that forced all other claimants to identify themselves with the “other”, the ones with 
different needs and interests. 
Analytically, the only chance to counter this “othering” is not to buy into a further 
particularisation of  rights, but to claim for their extension. This is an extension with regard to the 
field of  reach (Holzleithner 2009) to persons who have been previously excluded from existing 
rights (e.g. marriage rights for same sex partners, voting rights for migrants); the second 
extension is a diversification of  issues and spheres previously not covered by rights (e.g. 
ecological rights, information rights etc.). Rights advocacy as a strategy for achieving social justice 
thus can be about issues instead of  (group) identities. This means that one can lobby for the right 
to custody or adoption, regardless of  whether one identifies as a hetero, unmarried woman or a 
single lesbian. The crucial point is that this diversity strategy does not reiterate the identities that 
have developed alongside with discrimination or exclusion.6 
 
 
Diversity in substantive equality 
As briefly indicated in the above paragraphs, diversity should be included into our understanding 
of  equality, but in different ways than suggested by the advocates of  differentiated citizenship. It 
is not target groups, which need to be given special rights. Rather, what needs to be diversified is 
our understanding of  what equal rights should comprise, namely the issues and themes that are 
worth being protected for all persons regardless of […]. Intersectional analysis can be used to identify 
not only patterns of  inequality, but also issues that have been (made) invisible up to the present. 
Apart from this issue of  diversification, I think that the “power” of  equality still lies in the very 
idea of  equal rights, which has yet to be realised. Let’s dive more closely into the meanings of 
equality and explore how substantive it can be.  
 
The logic of  equality allows challenging existing norms, contrary to the logic of  difference. This is 
because an equality strategy can set two kinds of  “standards”, which I discuss under the relational 
dimension and the normative dimension of  equality.  
The relational dimension means that people should be equally able to enjoy a full set of  rights: to 
experience well-being, to decide over their lives, bodies and sexualities, to live a financially secure 
life, to have children, to work, to run for office or vote – regardless of  any attributed social 
categories such as gender, race, nationality or the like. What the relational dimension does not 
mean is that persons should be or act equally, nor that they should be treated equally regardless 
of  their social positioning in life. What it does mean, however, is that such rights should be 
within the reach for all persons as well as the freedom to choose among them.  
                                                
6 A conceptual answer to the issue that people also want to emphasise their marginalised or particular identities is 
elaborated in an ongoing research project (see footnote 1).  



The normative dimension of  equality means that rights advocacy should question the limits and 
underlying norms of  our rights claims. What can be claimed and what not? Which standards do 
equal rights refer to? For example, claims for equal pay should be accompanied by scrutinising 
remuneration schemes in general. This is the more important as to avoid levelling-down as a 
consequence of  equal rights claims. If  chances of  levelling-up are to succeed, rights claims need 
to be based in firm standards. Another example is the claim for equal marriage rights regardless 
of  sexual orientation. The normative dimension here would be to scrutinise the normativities of 
existing marriage laws and entitlements and duties vis-à-vis the state.  
These relational and normative dimensions of  equality do not apply, if  particular rights are 
allocated to particular groups. If  difference is the underlying logic, it is impossible to logically 
maintain a standard to which claims have to adhere to.  
 
 
Conclusion 
Synthesising the normative-theoretical and the intersectional-methodological findings results in 
the following: Intra- and intercategorical analyses are useful for detecting patterns of  inequality 
and social issues and concerns that have previously been (made) invisible. As such they can 
deliver the empirical basis for normative claims to substantive equal rights. In the model of 
inclusive citizenship presented here, diversity is not located in diversified target groups, but in 
issue-based rights claims for social justice. This is due the understanding that only an 
anticategorical intersectional approach can challenge existing norms and envision substantive 
equality. 
 
These are some of  many stepping-stones towards an inclusive concept of  citizenship. This article 
has addressed the question of  how to answer to complex social inequalities and diversity claims, 
without reverting to the logic of  difference and group politics. The concept presented here 
subscribes to the understanding that “acknowledging the plurality of  citizenship does not mean 
abandonment of  the ‘core principles of  liberty and equality’” (Mouffe 1992: 236 in 
Jones/Gaventa 2002: 19). The hope is that, eventually, the transformatory potential of  equality 
incorporating diversity will be realised. 
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